
Hello to our Praying Friends and Family,

We believe we are in a huge spiritual battle at the moment and are asking if you would please
help us pray through it. We are looking forward to much breakthrough this week and the enemy
is trying very hard to work against the progress. Please pray specifically against double
mindedness, lies, deceit, mistrust, discord and disunity among the staff and crew of the M/V
Liberty. May the Holy Spirit pour out humility, grace, integrity, compassion, truth, unity and love.
How we need you to fight the battle together with us!

Here are some specific prayer requests
1. Engine: that all necessary parts will be procured and that the engine test scheduled this week
will be successful. What a great day of celebration that would be!!
2. Sewage Treatment Plant: timely arrival and proper plan for placement on the ship
3. Gangplank: certified /approved and in place
4. Air conditioning; replacement
5. Crew and Staff:
- rated (trained) deck hands
- rated engine help
- Chief Steward (cook)
- Purser (finance)
- Chief Engineer
- general volunteers (hospitality)
*Willing to raise their support and serve Jesus on board the Liberty
6. Funding for survey and dry dock: survey needs to be done to see what the ship needs to get
fixed during the dry dock (necessary fixes before ship can set sail)
7. Most of all, God's love and grace for each other amongst the staff and crew as we work
closely together in tight quarters.
8. Health and safety for our family members at home in Canada and in South Africa.

This is truly an "all hands on deck" situation. We need your prayers and support (financially if
you are able; physically if you are willing to come and volunteer) to help the Liberty set sail and
fulfill its purpose for God's glory: to bring the gospel and health care to the isolated islands of
PNG (the last frontier?)

We believe there is a huge spiritual significance to the Liberty setting sail and hence all the
obstacles. Yet we know and trust that the victory has already been won!! Pray that we will hold
our ground and that we will keep our eyes focused on Him.

Maranatha! Come, Lord Jesus!
Thank you all for partnering with us in this work.

To God be the Glory,

Lib with Craig


